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SOME EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS OF HILBERT 
SPACES WITH REPRODUCING KERNEL 
by 
:G~r'.ald R·. S·v1:ope 
.., 1 
,:an.·d a·i:(p-l:i.cat·'.io,r1s of kernel functi.on.s: fo.r Hilbert spaces 
:arid to illu-.s-t·rate· some methods of finding· reproducing 
kernels. T.'hj.s paper· ·w.ill also ill-t1,str·ate relat·iqn.s-ni.ps 
between Hilbert. :$paoe ~nd function theory. Th . . ·11 b' , -· IS :W-1.- · • ,-··e· 
. : .. ; . " 
done primarily by· two .exarnpie:·s ... The fir:st- will use Hi.1:~ 
.... 
bert space concep.ts.· "t:o pro-ve. tha·t ,a fu:nct-j_on defined qn_ 
the ·unit disk can .. be ex.te-nded. t .. o :b.~ :an.alyi:ic there; :tne. 
s:~con-d. w.ill use.- a·n:s1-ly'.tic f°:'ti"ncti·on th(=_ory· t·o prove. "t!h·a·t: 
a. 1:in:ear tran.·sfor.matj_.on :oef i·rte:ef o.n. ·a.n· a.:O.s,t:rac:t .a:iibe:rf:;: 
space is: unitarily equiyale-nt ·to ·ct tra:nsform.atioh act·$.ng 
on a Hil.be·rt space of v:e_c:to.r.~vat·ued 9:rTa;l'.ytic function-s .• , 
Much. of the pioneering work in this- field was done 
p_y Aronszajn [1], Bergman [2], and B·~·urling [3]. 
The main sources of ~eference for this thesis were by 
Nehari [8], de Branges and Rovnya~ [4] , Rovnyak [9], and 
Nagy and Korangi [10]. 
In chapter one, .after ,di_,s·.c::.ussin.g ~-1.~mentary pr9-
perties of Hilbert space·$, -we clef·.±ne. th~ r.eprodu.c.i·ng ,. 
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2 
kernel of a Hilbert space and prove results about th_e 
existence and uniq~eness of reproducing kernels. Ex-
amples of Hilbert spaces with reproducing kernel are 
discussed in chapter two. Discussion is mainly abo.ut. "'\ 
.,; 
the space L 2 (D). If Dis a simply co.nnected region and 
.no,t the whole somplex p.:lan.e:,. w.e· sho_w that the reprodu-
··t:i:n.g·· kernel for L·2, (P.) i·.s ... gJ;veJi: irr t:erms; of ·the Riemann, 
~appipg· fUrtction~ 
In chapter tr:iree we consider· :s·oxn.e· appl ic·a.ti.on:·S of. 
ke:.rne1 functio.ns. The major on_e shows th·a·t a functi·o·n 
B{~)· wbich is defined on a subset S of the unit di~·k 




In chapter four w·e: con·s·ider a g'f::.n:er·a.1.i·z.a.t.i.:oh ·:of: t,he 
t1i.eory of Hilbert. s.P·.ac.es with r~pr·od.trc:1n9 k:ertte1. We: 
generalize o.u.r di·scuss·t·o,n. t.o t·he c,as.e :o:f ·vect.or·-V:al ued 
·functions :cfe-fi:ned: 9:n .ci. yet:tot· ·Spa:c·eo The .ma.j:¢5.t re·sult 
·;in. this -c:.napt.er·: is t'.ha·t a::ny 1 ir1e.ar tr:ahsf o.:r.Jt\ci.tion ~ in 
.atty· H:iiber·t ·S,pa·ce i.s u.n.it:arily equivalent to a trans-,. 
formation .,o:f· :t·he .fo:r:.rn f (z) ~ f (z) - f(O) in some Hi.l.ber:·t .. · z 
space of ,a'ri'al·ytic: .r'llhc.:t:i·ons. 
,-, 
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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION AND THEORY OF REPRODUC!NG KERNELS 
~ 
I 
: ' ..;. ... 
3 I ., -, 
We begin by stating some definitions and theorems 
about Hilbert space. Proofs may be found in [4] or [6]. 
Definition lcl: A vector space His a Hilbert space if 
and only if.His a complete inner product space over the 
complex numbers. H will always denote a Hilbert space. 
Definition 1.2: A linear functional Lon His a map from H 
into the complex numbers such that L(«f + (Jg) :O(.L(f) +1!,L(g) 
for all f and g. belonging to Hand all complex numbers C(. 
and /3. 
Definition 1.3: If Lis a linear functional on H, Lis 
cont.inuous on H if and only if for every E > ~o there exists 
a O) 0 s~ch that \L(f) - L(g)\ < e whenever II f - g II <. d. 
Definition 1.4: If Lis a linear functional on H, Lis 
bounded if and only if there exists a number M suth that 
\L(f)l~Mllfll forallfinH. 
Proeosition 1.1: If L is\a linear fUnctional on H, Lis 
bounded if and/only if it is continuous. 
Theorem 1.1:~S is a nonempty, closed, convex set in H, 
\ and if f is any element in H, then there exists a unique 
... 
vector g in S which is closest to f; -i.e. Hf - g II~ II f - h D 
for every h ins. 
~ Proposition 1.2: Let M be a closed subspace of H. If f 
belongs to H, then f can be uniquely written in the form 
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4 
Proposition 1.3: If f bel~ngs to H, define L(g) = (g,f) 
for all gin H. Then Lis a continuous linear functional 
on H. 
Proposition 1.4 (Riesz Representation Theorem): If Lis a 
.. 
continuous linear functional on a Hilbert space H, xhen 
there exists a unique fin H such that L(g) = (g,f). 
Let H be a Hilbert sp.ace of complex-valued functions 
defined on a sets. 
. Definition 1.5: A reproducing kernel .for His a function 
I 
K(z ,w) de.fined on t·'he Cartesian product .s x S such that 
r 
(1). for every fixed wins, K(z,w) belongs to H. as: 
L 
·a f µ:nct.ion of z, and 
(2). f(w) = ( f(z):, K(z.,w)) for· e~ler-y· :f(z). in H an·o.: 
w in s. 
We will now provy a major theo··r·em due to Aronszajn, 
[1) and [5], for t·he,"existence of a. reproducing kernel in 
a Hilbert space H. 
Theorem 1.2: If His a Hllbeft ~pace of functions defined 
on a sets, then H has -a reproducing kernel K(z,w) if and 
only if the linear' fU-nctionals Lw(f) ~ f(w) are continuous 
for a 11 w in S • 
fl 
Proof: Suppose the maps L ( f) ~ f (w) are continuous for w 
all wins. By Proposition 1.4 there exists a unique 
function K(z,w)' in H such that L (f) = f(w) = ( f(z), K(z,w)) w . 
for all fin H. Henc~, K(z,w) is a reproducing kernel for 
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5 . . 
H. By the Schwarz inequality, 
f L (f) I = It Cw)\ = I ( f(z), K(z,w) ) I .w 
~ II f II II K(z,w) II 
- ~ II f 11 ~ K(w,w) 
= tl f fl M, 
where M = ,/ K ( w, w) • Hence, L ( f) is bounded and therefore w 
continuous. Q.E.D. 
We now prove that a kernel function for a Hilbert 
space is unique. 
\. 
Proposition 1.5: If K(z,w) is a reproducing kernel for H, ~ 
it is unique •. 
Proof: If K1 (z,w) is also a reproducing kernel for H, then 
for every wins, 
11 K ( z, w) - Kl ( z, w) fl 2 = K ( w, w) - K ( w, w) - Kl ( w, w) + Kl ( w, w) 
= o. 
Thus, K(z,w) = K1 (z,w). Q.E.D. 






2 n -c 1. K(z,w1 ) II = r: c. K(w1 ,wj) c . . . l 1 J 1,J = ,; 
whenever the c1 •s are complex numbers and the wi's belong 
to the set Son which the functions of Hare defined. Since n 2 n II E c. K(z,w1 ) II ~ O, we have E c. K(w.,w.) c. ~ O; this i=l 1 i,j =l 1 1 "· J J 
property is known as positive-definiteness and it guarantees 1 • 
the existence of a Hilbert space with reproducing kernel. 












Theorem 1.3: Let K(z,~) be a function of z and win a sub-
r-
set S of the complex plane such that K(z,w) = K(w,z) and 
n 
t c. K(w.,w.) c. ~ 0 for all finite sets of points 
. . l 1 1 J J J.,J = 
l 
w1 ,w2 , ••• ,wn in Sand corresponding ·constants c1 ,c2 , ••• ,cn; 
then there exists a unique Hilbert space Hof complex-
valued functions f(z) such that K(z,w) is in Hand i~ the 
" ,: -1....l 
reproducing kernel for H. 
Proof: Let H0 be the set of all finite linear combinations 
of the functions K(z,w), where wand z are in S. Since 
n 
zeroes may be added when necessary, let f(z) = :E a1 K{z,w.) i=l 1 n 
and g(z) = ~ b. K(z,w.) in H0 • Define j =l J . J 
n 
(f,g) 
- L b. K(w.,w.) a. 
iJ=l J J 1 1 
n 
-
- E bj f (w.) j=l J 
n 
- I: a. g (w.) 
• 
i=l 1 1 
The last two equalities 
only-on f(z) and g ( Z.) ' 
show that 
and not on 
the definition depends 
their representations as 
n 
sums. Now, ( f , f ) = E a j K ( w ~. , w. ) j,j=l . J 1 a. ? 1 o for all fin H0 , 
since K(z,w) is positive-definite. From the definition of 
(f,g), ~e have f(w) = (f(z), K(z,w) )·for every f(z) in H0 
and wins. By Schwarz's inequality, 
\f(w)\ ~-/ (f ,£) ( K(z,w), K(z,w)) 
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7 
for all f(z) in H0 ; if (f,f) = O, then f{z)$ O. Hence, 
(f ,f) > 0 and it equals zero only when f (z) = O. We will 
sho~ that H0 is an inner·product space by proving the· 
symmetric and linearity properties! The fact that H0 i~: 
a vector space is clear from the definition of H0• If 
n n n f ( z) = r; a i K ( z, w i) , g ( z) = l: · bj K ( z, w •. ) , h ( z) = ~ ck K ( z, wk) , i=l j=l J k=l 
and ~ and ~ are complex numbers, then 
n n i· 
t1-.(f,h)+8(g,h) = ~r.=
1
~K(wk,wi)ai +1r. ckK(wk,wJ)bj ~ JJc=l 
,· 
n 
. ., .. 
= ~. ck ( cc_. K ( wk , w • ) a . + JS K ( wk , w J. ) b j ) i,jJ<=l . 1 1 
= < Olf + ~g' h). 
n 
(f, g) = ~ b. K ( w . , w. ) a. 
i,j=l J J 1 1 
• n 
~ b. K(w.,w.) ( - a. 




Hence, H0 is a vector space with an inner product defined. 
We would like H0 to be a Hilbert space, but this is 
expecting too much since some Cauchy sequences do not 
converge in the same space. We now form a larger space 
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8 
functions f(z) which are of the form f(z) = Lim f (z), 
•, n-.co n 
where z is ins, for some Cauchy sequence {f (z)} of 
n 
elements in H0 • His clearly a vector space over the-
complex numbers. If f(z) and g(z) are in H, define 
(f(z),g(z)) = Lim (fn(z), gn(z)),where f(z) = Lim fn(z) 
n~~ . n~oo 
and g(z) = Lim g (z) for Cauchy sequences {f (z)} and 
n n n-+co • . O • 
{gn(z)} in H0• We must show that this definition is 
valid by showing that the limit exists and is independent 
of the choice of Cauchy sequences. Since 
- I < f k < z > ' gk < z > - g n < z > > +_ (fk(z)-fn(z), g < z > > I - n 
' 
< flt k <z> II l(gk(z) - gn{z)l1 + llfk(z) -fn(z)II fl gn ( z) If -
.,. 
and { II f n ( z ) II} and ( II gn ( z) II } are Cauchy sequences and hence 
are bounded, we see that {(f (z), g (z))} is a Cauchy se-
. n n 
quence. Thus, Lim ( f (z), g (z)) exists. 
n-+co n n 
It remains to show that the limit is independent of 
the Cauchy sequences., In other words, if {f (z)}, {g (z)}, 
n n 
{f:(z)}, and {g:(z)} are Cauchy sequences in H0 , where 
Lim f (z) = Lim f*(z) and Lim g (z) = Lim g•(z) for any z in 
n~oo n n...:,oo n n-too n n~oo n 
Since \( f • ( z) , g • ( z)) - ( f { z) , g ( z)) I 
n n n n 







we must show that Lim II 9~ ( z) - gn ( z) 0 = 0 and that 
n ~co . 




Lim ( f ( w) - f • ( w) ) = Lim { f ( z) - f • ( z) , K ( z, w)) 
n-+co n n n~oo n n 
= 0 
·'>, 
for all wins. By the definition of H0 , 
Lim { f ·c z) - f • ( z) , h ( z) ) = 0 for every h ( z) in H0. • ·Let n n n -too 
€. > 0 and choose N such that II f n { z) - f; { z) - (f k { z) - f k { z)) ft 
when n ~ N and k ~ N. Since 
11 f k < z > - f k < z > 11 2 ~ 11 f n < z > - f ~ < z > - (t k < z > - f k < z >) n 2 
+ ( fn(z) -f;(z), fk(z) -fk(z)) 
- (fk(z) -fk(z), fn(z)-f;(z)) 
- Jlf (z) - f • (z) 11 2 
n n 
and n is arbitrary, we have fffk(z) -fk(z)ft < f fork~ N. 
To prove Lim Ilg (z) - g• (z) ft= o, repeat the same argument n n n -too 
as above, replacing f/(z) by g (z) and f*(z) by g*(z). n n n n 
Hence, the definition of~ (f(z), g(z)) for•f{z) and g(z) in 
His well defined. 
Since the elements in Hare limits of elements in H0 , 
the inner product defined on His linear and symmetric, and 
( f_(z), f (z)) ~ 0 for every f{z) ~n H. If f(z) is in H0 , 
then f(z) = Lim fn(z), where fn(z) =f{z) _for every n. 
n ~oo 
Therefore, H0 is contained in Hand inner products in H · 
are consistent with inner products in H0 • If f(z) is in 
·-
10 
Hand if f(z) = Lim f (z) where {f (z)} is a Cauchy se-n n n-+ oo 
quence in H0 , then 
( f ( z) , K ( z, w) ) = Lim ( f ( z) , K ( z, w)) 
n 
c.. n-+co 
= Lim f (w) 
n n-+ co 
= f(w) 
for every wins; hence, K(z,w) is the reproducing kernel 
for H. The same method used earlier in the proof will 
.. 
now show that (f ,f) > 0 if f is not identically zero. It 
follows that His a vector space with an inner product •. 
We must now show that His a Hilbert space by showing 
,. 
that ever·y Cauchy sequepce in H converges in H. If {f ( z)} 
n 
is a Cauchy sequence in H, we choose gn(z) in H0 such that 
llfn(z) -gn(z)II < 1/n for every n. Since llgn(z) -gk(z)H 
~ llgn(z) -fn(z)II + Ufn(z) -fk(z)ll + Ufk(z) -gk(z)H for 
all natural numbers n and k, {g (z)} is a Cauchy sequence 
. n 
in H0 • Since gk(w)-gn(w) = ( gk(z) -gn(z),K(z,w)), J 
then I gk ( w) - g ( w) I 2 !: · U g ( z ) - g ( z ) 11 2 K ( w , w) by the n k n 
Schwarz inequality. It follows that (g (w)} is a Cauchy n 
sequence for every w in S. Hence, Lim g ( w) = f ( w) exists, n n ,oo 
and the function f(z) belongs to H by the definition 
.. 
of. H. Since (f(z), f(z)) = Lim (gn(z), gn(z)) and 
. n ~oo 
( f(z), gk(z)) = Lim ( gn(z), gk(z)), it follows that 
n -)CO 
n f ( z ) - g k ( z ) IJ = Lim II g n ( z ) - g k ( z ) fl • 




Since {g (z)} 
n 
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llf(z) -f (z)IJ 
n 
~ flf (z) - g (z) II + Ilg (z) - f (z) II, which implies that n n n 
f (z) converges to f(z) in the metric of H. From this, n ~ 
·..i._ it follows that His a Hilbert space. 
It remains to show that His the unique Hilbert space 
with K(z,w) as its reproducing .kernel. Suppose there 
exists another Hilbert spate H1 with K(z,w) as its repro-
ducing kernel. If f(z) belongs to H, we can find f (z) 
n 
in H0 such that !If (z) - f n ( z) II < t/n. In other words, 
* m 
-f:(z) = Lim f. (z) in the metric of H where f (.z_} = ~ a. K(z,w. ) • 





n ...,. 00 ·-1= ,, · ·• 
Since each fn(z) belongs to H1 and 





ai K(z,wi ) , . I:: ai K(z,wi ) )H 
1= · n · n 1=1 n n ··-1 
(The subsc~~pt H1 will denote the norm 
or inner product in the space Hr) 
m 
= Ea. K(w. ,w. )a • 
. _i,j=l 1 1 n Jn J 
m m 
= ( ~ a . K ( · Z t W • ) ,, ~ a . K ( Z , W 1· ) )_H· 
. 1 1 1 . 1 1 1= n n 1= n n 
2 
= Jlfn(z)IIH, 
we find that {fn(z)} is a Cauchy sequence in H1 • Hence, t 
g(z) = Lim fn(z) exists in H1 ~ If w belongs to s, n -+oo 
g ( w) = · ( g ( z) , K ( z, w) ).H 
-I 1 
= Lim < f n ( z) ' K ( z 'w)) H 
n ..... 00 1 
· = Lim ( f n ( z) , K ( z, w)) H 
n -,. oo 
= ( f (z), K(z,w) )H 
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12 
Therefore, f ( z) = g ( z). Hence, we have that H is con-
tained in H1 isometrically. To show that H1 is contained 
in H isometrically, let f(z) belong to H1 and follow 
through the above in ·a similar manner. From this it fol-
J 
lows that· H1 = H isometrically. Q.E.p. 
If we are given a Hilbert space H with reproducing 
kernel K(z,w), we are now interested in how K(z,w) can be 
represented in the space. We will need some basic results 
from the theory of Fourier series. 
Lemma 1.1: If His an inner product space and{¢.} is an 
n 
"/ 
orthonormal set in H, then for any fin Hand constants 
o<.l 'cx2 '• • • 'Oln, n = 1 , 2, 3 '-• • • ' . 
,,, 
' 
where ck = .< f , ¢k) • 
Proof: See [5] • 
Theorem 1.4: If His a Hilbert space and {¢n} is an ortho-
normal set, then the following statements are equivalent: 
(l}. The finite linear combinations of the{~} are 
n 
dense in H. 
m ( 2). For any f in H, fl f - I: (f, t/>, ) ¢ II ~ 0 as m ~ ao. 




\(f ,¢. >l 2 = II f 11 2 for all f in H. n 
. 
.ft' 
(4). There is no larger orthonormal ~et which contains 
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13 
(S). If f belongs to Hand (f,~ ) = 0 for all n, n 
. 
then f = O. 
Proof: See (s] • 
It will be noted that properties (l)through (3) are 
equivalent and imply the equivalent properties (4) and (5) 
if His only an inner product space. However, to have all 
five properties equivalent req~ires that H be a Hilbert .. 
space. 
Corollary 1.1: If His a Hilbert space with reproducing 
kernel K(z,w) and {¢n} is a maximal orthonormal set in H, 
r 
00 
then K(z,w) = ~ 
n=l 
¢. (z) r/> (w) 
n n 
• in norm. 
Proof: This is the second statement in Theorem 1.40 
We now derive· some properties of kernel functions 
which will be used later. 
Theorem 1.5: If His a Hilbert space with reproducing ker-
nel K(z,w), then every closed subspace M of H has a repro-
ducing kernel KM(z,w), where KM(z,w) is the projection of 
K ( z, w) in M. 
Proof: Since the·linear functionals L (f) ~ f(w) are 
' w ' 
'continuous on H, they are continuous on M; hence, M has 
·,a reproducing kernel ~-(z,w). Now, every element of H can 
be written uniquely in the form f = h + g, where h belongs 
to M.and g is orthogonal to M by Proposition 1.2. There-
fore, K(z,w) = K0 (z,w) + K1 (z,w), where K0 (z,w) belongs to 
Mand K1 Cz,w) is orthogonal to M. If f(z) belongs to M, ~ 
<.... 
f 







then f { w) = ( f ( z ) , K ( z , w ) ) H 
= ( f .C z) , KO ( z, w) ) H + ( f ( z) , K1 ( z, w) ) H 
= ( f(z), K 0 (z,w))M. 
Hence, K0(z,w) is the reproducing kernel for M. Sin·c.e. 
reproducing kernels are unique, K0 (z,w) = KM(z,w). Q.E.D. 
The following propositions illustrate a relationship 
' between the reproducing kernel of Hand a su~space M. 
,. 
Proposition 1.6: If H has a reproducing kernel K(z,w) and 
H1 is a closed subspace of H, then K(z,w) -K1 (z,w) is 
'· 
positive-d~finite, where K1 (z,w) is the reproducing ker-
nel for H1 • 
' 
Proof: The ·exist:en:ce· o·t· K1 (z,w) is ·guaranteed by the pre-
vious theorem. Since K(z,w) and K1 (z,w) are in H, 
K 2 (z,w) = K(z,w) - K1 (z,w) is in H:. Now, 
2 0 ~ IIK(z,w) - K1 (z,w) II 
= ( K(z,w) - K1 (z,w), K(z,w) - K1 (z,w) ) 
= ( K(z,w), K(z,w)) - ( 11_ (z,w), K(z,w)) 
r 
- ( Kl ( z, w) , K ( z, w) ) + ~ ( K1 ( z, w) , K1 ( z, w) ) 
= K(w,w) - K1 (w,w) - K1 (w,w) + ( K1 (z,w), K(z,w)) 
:.:- ( K1 (z,w), K3 (z,w) ), 
where K3 ( z, w) is in the orthogonal complement of H1 ·• Hence, 
2 o ~ 11 K ( z, w) - Kl ( z, w) 11 
= K ( w, w) - Kl ( w, w) .-. Kl ( w ,.~) + Kl ( w, w) 
= K{w,w) - K1 (w,w) 
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15 n n n 2 Thus, II E c. K2 ( z, w. ) ff 
i=l 1 1 
= ( ~ c. K2 ( z, w. ) , ~ C. K2 { z, w. ) ) i=l' 1 1 i=l 1 1 
-
-
? o. Q.E.D. 
We now prove a more useful converse. 
Proposition 1.7: If K1 (z,w), K(z,w), and K(z,w)-K1 (z,w). 
a~e positive-definite,~then H1 is a subspace of H, where 
H1 and Hare Hilbert spaces with the kernel functions 
K1 (z,w) and K(~,w), respectively. 
Proof: Let H2 be the Hilbert space corresponding to K2 (z,w) 
= K(z~w) - K1 (z,w). We note that K(z,w) = K1 (z,w) + K2 (z,w). 
Define H0 = H1 G) H2 = { f 1 ( z) + f 2 C z) I f 1 ( z) E H1 , f 2 C z) ~ H2 } 
We 
first show that the inner product on H0 is well defined. 
If f 1 + f 2 = f i + f 2 and g 1 + g 2 = g i + g 2 , then 
. \ 
. . ((fi-flJ + (f2-f2)' gl +g2)H 
0 
~ 
= ( f i + f 2 - (fl+ f 2) ' g 1 + g 2) H 
0 
= 0 
·by the definition of inner product in H0 • Hence, 
(fl+ f2i' gl + g2)H = ( fi + f2' 91 + g2)H • Now, 0 0 
(fl+ f2' (gl -gi) + (g2-g2))H 
. 0 
















Thus the inner product on H0 is,well defined and is 
clearly linear and symmetric. 
16 
We show strict positivity of the inner prod·uct which 
will be sufficient to show that H0 is an inner product 
-· space.. If f is in H0 , then f == f 1 + f 2 , where £ 1 is in H1 
and £2 is in H2 • Now, 
(f,f)H = (fl +£2' fl+ f2):H 0 ~ 
· · 0 
= (fl,fl)H + (f2,f2)H • 
1 2 
From this it follows that (f ,£) 8 = 0 if and only :if 0 
f 1 = f 2 = 0; this im~ies f is identically zero. 
We must now show that H0 is a Hilbert space. Let 
(fn· + gn} be a Cauchy sequence in· H0 , where fn is i'n H1 
and gn is in H2 • Now, 
11£ + g - (f + g ) IIH2 n n m m 0 
~ which implies that {fn} and {gn} are Cauchy sequences 
~ 
in H1 and H2 , respectively. Hence, fn converge~ to f 
,ifli 
in H1 and gn converges to g in H2 ; therefore, f n + gn 
converges to f + g in H0 ~ Thus, H~ is a Hilbert space. 
H1 and(H2 are contained in H, since every f 1 in H1 
-----~ 
can be written f 1 + 0 and every £ 2 in H2 can be written 













If f 1 belongs to H1 _ and 
(fl +O, O+f 2 )H = 0 




to H2 , then 
(O,f2)H2 
From this, it follows that every element in H0 can be 
written uniquely in the form f 1 + f 2 • 
• 
If f(z) belongs to H0 , where f=f1 +£2 , then 
(f(z), K1 (z,w) +K2 (z,w))H = (f1 {z), K1 (z,w))H 0 1 
+ (f2 (z), K2 (z,w))H 2 
®: = f 1 (w) + £ 2 (w) 
=f(w). 
Hence, K1 (z,w) + K2 {z,w) = K(z_,w) is the reproducing ker-
nel for H0 • By Theorem 1. 3 we have H0 = H. Thus, H1 is 
.. 
a subspace of H. Q.E.D. 
If His a Hilbert space of functions defined on a set 
s, and if f (z) converges to f(z) in H, we now consider n 
·'-, 
the case when f (z) will converge to f(z) pointwise. 
n 
Proposition 1.8: If f converges to fin a Hilbert space 
n 
H with reproducing kernel K(z,w), then f {w) converges to 
.n 
f(w) uniformly on all subsets of Son which K{w,w) is 
bounded. 
Pro of : ( f { w ) - f ( w ). l = I ( f ( z ) - f ( z ) , K ( z ,~w ) ) I 
n n 
~ Uf-fnll'\/'K(w,w) 
~ II f - f 11 M, 
n 
\ 
w·here M is the bound for v'K(w,w) on the subset of s. 
The proposition follows. Q.E.D. 
--.._ I 
'' ,,' .1. ':,._, t~.::.~·, 
·,•·. ~,._,,....,_~-..... -.\ . 
[.' 
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We first consider the space ecz), the space of all 
formal power series f (z) = a 0 + a 1 z + a 2 z
2 + ••• , where 
00 
E la 12 < oo. (By the formal power series a0 + a1 z + a 2 z 2 + ••• n=O n 
we mean the _sequence, {a0 , a 1 , a 2 , ••• }.) If f(z) 
2 
· ·. 2 = ao + al z + a2z + ••• and g(z) - bo + bl z + b2z + ·.·.' define 
(f,g) = 
00 
-~ a b • 
n=O n n 
It can be shown that (f,g) is an inner 
product for C(z) and that C(z) is a H·ilbert space (see (4]). 
We will show the existence of· a -re_p.ro:ducing kernel by 
exhibiting it. 
Definition 2.1: Let 1/(1- zw) be the formal powe-r series 
-
-2 2 1 + wz + w z + ••• 0 
• since 
If lwl <l, 1/(1- zw) belongs to L{z) 
If f(z) belongs to e(z) and lwl,(l, then 
00 the, value of f(z) at w is defined to be f(w) = ~ 
n==O 
n a w • 
n 
We will no.w,: .s·how that 1/ ( 1 - z w) - -2 2 = 1 + wz + w z + ••• is the 
reproducing kernel for ~(z). If f(z) = a 0 + a 1 z + a2z 2 + ••• 
is in C{z), then 
1 . , . . . 2' 
- -2 2 ('f ( z) ,-----) = <ao .. + al:·z + :a:•2z· 1- ••• , 1 + wz + w z + ••• ) 1-zw 
00 
n 
= ~ a .w 
n=O n 
= if (w) 
.:t,.o.•,· "' ...:,..,,.,, ............. ~ .. ~-· .... , ........ ~ ..... ~~·-~. 
· ..... 
• ',., I 
19 
·by the definition of f(w). Hence, 1/.(1- zw) = K(z,w) .is 
the reproducing k~rnel for ec z). 
2 ,. We now look at the space L (D), which is defined in 
t·he f ollov?ing. 
"'\ 
Definition 2. 2 : If n· is: a reg,f.on , LL ( D) is t:h.e set c:Yf al 1 
analytic functions f(Z} such that Sf \f (z)l 2 dx dy < co. If 
D 
, 
r·fz) is not continuous .in th:e closure of D, th·en llf(z).ll 
is defined by fflt(z)l 2 dXdy = Lim ff lf(z)l 2 dxdy, 
D n-,.oo D 
n 
where (D} is any sequence of compact sets such.that n 
D CD 1 and D ~ D as n 7 oo. n n+. n 
- · ... 2 · .. If we define an inner product ·in ~. >(D} .bY .(f.'.,·g): 
,, . ' 




Epstein [6]). We now show· th·e ex.i.s.:te:n,c--~: .o.f·· a ,t'·eproducing 
' ~ kernel for L2 (D) by showing th:at t··he l.ine.ar· ftl:n.c··ti.on.c=i1s: 
L f~ f(w) 
w 
I • 
. are continuous. 
. ·. 
2 Proposition 2 .1: If f ( z) belongs to. L: .. (.Q·J.., then for any w 
in D, It (w)I ~ (trR2)-illfll, where R denotes the distance 
from w to the boundary of D~ 
Proof: Let. r be cho~·en: .~o small theft the circle I z - w I = r 
is contained in D. By the Cauchy integral formula, we 
2 1 r.2tr 2 · is have f (w) = 21t Jo f ( w + re,-- ) d8. Multi plying both sides 
by r dr and integrating from O to R, we find that 
... 
1 2 2 1 r2fl' r R 2 ; e · 
R f (w) == 21t Jo Jo f (w + re- )r dr dE':l 
., 
Now, rtR2 jf(w)l 2~ Sf jf(z)l 2 dx dy 
I z - w\ <R 
~ ff If (z)l 2 dx dy 
D . . 
2 
= ti f II • 
Thus, we have jf(w)I = (1tR2 )±1ifll. Q.E.D. 
It follows that the line.ar func·t-iohals: L f ~ f (w) are 
w 
continuous, and thus L 2 fD} h$.s a repr9ducing kernel 
K(z,w). 
We will now consider several :domad_ns D and find the 
. · .. - .. · ..... . 
2 
reproducing kernel for L ( D). T·h·e .· most natural domain 
to consider first is the tin~t disk. 
Lemma 2;, 1 : If D .is the unit disk, then. 
( zn, zrn ) = J f zn ~ dx dy 
D 
-
0 if m #, n 
TC if 
n+l m = n • ,.. 
i& Proof: If z is in thfa-Uni t disk, then z = re , where 
0 ~ r < 1 and· 0 i 8 ~ 2rc. Now, if m = n, 
< n n) z ' z f.J n -n = z z dx dy 
lz.1 4 1 
-- .. , 
r 
";'·.·- . 
. , . 
\ 
\,·t.~.<'. 
-f 'J l1T 2 
=.,. J_ r nr dr d9 
0 0 





2 2n+2 7tr 
2n ·+ 2 
7t 







If m IF, n , ( zn, zm ) = j J zn z1TI dx dy 
lzl<l 
-
i 'f:l1t . &!I • 8 n 1n~ m im, d dfJ = re re rr 0 0 
= o. 
n+m+l r 






Lemma 2. 2: If f <:~z-) is anal y·tic i.rt J) ,· ·th·~- un.i.t :~~l:isk, then 
f(z) belongs to-L'.2 .(P) if and onl:Y. ·if the c·oefficients of 
its Taylor series, f ( z) = .a0 + a1 z + a: 2 z
2 + ••• , satisfy 
(f ,£) = ff f(z) f(Z) dx dy 
lz\~ 1 
= Sf ca0 + a1 z + a 2 z 2 + ••• )(~ + a;_z + a2z2 + ••• )dx dy lzl<l 
.i . 



























00 S.J .. - n-m I:: a a z z dx dy n m 
m ,n=O lz\ < 1 
:by Lemma 2 .1 • 
2 
Since f(z) belon:g:s to t 2 (-DJ, ; ~n} 1 
n=O 
. 2 
. .. 2 
·Cle·arly, if ~(z) ·::::.,_c;t0:+ a1 z + a 2 z + ••• 
00 ta I 
an¢ I; n <oo' 
n=O n + 1 
·_2..:2·_., 
. ·, .. ; 
2 then f(z) belong$. to L (D). Q.E,.·D •• -
Lemma 2. 3: If f ( z) and g ( z) belong to L_,2·.-(:I)) ,, t,hen 
-00 a b 
(f ,g) = rcn:o nn + ~ , where a 0 + a1 z + a: 2 z 2 + ••• and 
b 0 + b1 Z + b 2 z 2 + ••• are the Taylor expansions for :-:f (z) 
and g(z), respectively~ 
Proof: 
( f , g) = ff f ( z ) g ( z ) dx d y 
lz \ c:. l 
•· 




00 f - n-m ~ a b f z z dx dy n m m ,n=O lzl ~1 




b-y Lemma 2 .1 • · 
·corollary 2.1: The orthonormal set { 
in. L2 (D), where Dis the unit disk • 
Q.E.D. 
n + 1 zn} n is complete 
C 
•·. . ,.. . .. ,,, ............ .- .. - . '. 
/ 
.. 
. ...... .... -·-- .. . ··- . - . ' ....... ·' ..... ~·· ...... -, .... ·• ....... . .. 
. 
a· 
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2 - ' 2 Proof: If f(z) belongs to L (D), let a 0 +a1z+a2z + •••. 
be the Taylor expansion for f(z) in D. Now, 
00 00 \an! 2 ~ \< t<z), n+l Zn )\2 7t ~ = TC n=O n + 1 n=O 
2 
- llf (z) fl • 
• H-ence 
' -_ ' 




Proposition 2.2: If Dis the unit 4isk, then 
K(z,w) - 1 
- 2 rt(l - zw) 
00 1 
- n 
= - ~ (n+l.)(zw) 1t . ·. 
, n=O 
i,-s· the ~'e-producing ketri:e1 for L,2 :t.1D:). _.: 
Q.E.D. 
Proof: Let K(z,w) = b0 + blz + b2 z
2 + •• • an:d £(z) ;,.,.,~.n, 
n = 0,1,2, ••• o Now, 
wn = f ( w ) = ( f ( z ) , K ( z , w ) ) 
=-( zn, b 0 + bl z + b 2z
2 
+ ••• ) 





n + 1 • 




- n K(z,w)= 7t ~(n+l)(zw). 
n=O 
-





If we differentiate the 
~-
---------·-------- -~-· .. --
•" _.. , 1.!' ' ~ ~ " ;,•.'' .• 
r 
:: 









4J nx = 
n=O 
where .\x\<l, we have 
00 • 
~ (n + 1 )xn. · 
• 
n=O 
:1.:t: follows .. that .K-Cz·,-w) = 1 
- 2 1t(l-zw) 
• Q.E.D • 
Corollary 2.2: If Dis an arbitrary disk~ b 
!<2. 
then K(z,w) = 2 - 2 ° 
1t(R -zw) 
Proof: Let the center of the disk z 0 = O. If not, app:ly ·t-:he.: 
:1 
transla_·t,i_p,n :z = Z - Z-Q • 
L . . , "' 
0 if m ~ n 
TtR2(n+l) 
n + 1 if m = n. 
· 2 · .n 
.Let K(z,w) = b 0 + b 1 z + b 2 z + •• o and f{z) = z , n = 0,1,2, •••. 
Now , w = f ( w ) = ( f ( z ). , K ( z , w ) ) 
n 
~ 
. n 2 
= (z ,ba+b1z+b2z· + ••• ) 
-
- S·r n -n J z b z dx dy. 





. '· n + 1 • 
·th··--.· (n 1) -n oo· (n - n "b - + w + l)(zw) ·. :, :.llS, 
- and rtK ( z, w) ~ n 1tR2(n+l) = R2(n+l) 
n=O 
4 





~ (n + l)xn, we have 
n=O 
00 
1 K(z,w) = 1t ~ 
n=O 













If Dis not a disk, the problem of finding the re-
producing ker£e1 becomes more difficult. If Dis a simply 
connected region, not the whole plane, we can apply the 
Riemann mapping function to find the reproducing kernel. 
Theorem 2.1 (Riemann Mapping Theorem): If .n. is any simply 
connected region, not the whole plane, and z 0 belongs to 
J1., then there exists a unique analytic func·tion f (z) de-
fined in fL such that f(z 0 ) = o, f' (z 0 ) > o, and f(z) de-
fines a one-to-one mapping of .n. onto the un..;it disk o 
Proof: See (8). 
Theorem 2. 2: If w = f ( z) maps th:e: r,e·gi:o:r:1: .o·, one--to-one con-
£ orrnall y onto the unit disk, then the rep-roducing kernel· 
for L2 (D) .is- K(z,w) = f' (z)f' (w) 
7t (1 _ f ( z ) f [ w)) 2 , where z and '~ 
belong to D. 
d 
Proof: Since .w=f(,z:) is one to one, let z=F(w) be the 
inverse map off. Now, f(F(w)): wand f'(F(w))F'(w): 1. 
If hand g belong to~L 2 (D)~ then 
'i~~ 
(h,g) = ff h(z) g(z) dx dy 
D 
= ff h(F(w)) g{F(w)) IF 1 (w)i 2 du dv, 1 wt~ 1 , · · 
ft" 
where w = u + iv. ... , . I n + 1 The function Un ( z) = "i 7t (f ( z) )n f' ( z.) 
2 ( . )" . ., . is in L O • ·,for ~ ... = 0.,_·1,2, ••• , since 
..., 




- n+l Jf lt(F(w))l 2n l£ 1 (F(w))F 1 (w)l 2 ctudv 
7t · \w\ < 1 
,,. 
1 
= n + l J.f \wl2n du dv. 
7t lwlc:1·· 
:= :1. 
F·r-,onr 't·h:i.·s: it: follows th~t {un (z)} ·is: ·a:n o.rt:.h·:o··n·or:rlicrl ~re-:t •. 
2 ·· ... Jf g· belongs ~o L (D), then 
1t 
+ 1 (g., Un) - if g ( z ) ( f ( z ) ) n f ' ( z ) dx dy 
D 
=. SJ g(F(w)) F' (w) wn du dv. 
lwl<l 
Therefore, if n: 1 (g ,Un) = O fqr every n, · then 
Sf g(F(w)} F' (W) wn du dv::::: 0 for e,very n; hence, :by K lw\<l 
Corollar-y 2.1 and th.e f·act that· F' (w)·=, O,· we hav-e t.hqjt: 
'.(Uh} is- ·a complet~ orthonormal set. Now, by Corol:la,ry: 1 •. 1 . .,_-
00 
1 ( · )n ( n K ( ·z ,w) = 7t ~ ( n + 1 ) f ( z ) f ' ( z ) f ( w ) ) f ' ( w ) and , acs 
n=~ . 
. 
f'(z)f'(w) before, we obtain K(z,w) = 
2 • Q~:~::.{lo, n: (1 - f ( z) f ( w) ) 
Co.rollary 2.3: If w= f(z) ma·ps a simply connect:e_d .r:egion . 







unit disk, and f(z 0 ) = o, ~' (z 0 ) > O for a fixed z 0 in D:.,; 
then f(z) = 7t iz. K(z,z0 ) dz. f' ( z 0 ) 2 o. 
Proposition 2.3: If f(z) is in L2 (D), where Dis any re-· 
gion, not the whole plane, then f'(z) is in L 2 (D). 
Proof: We will show that the proposi'tion is true for 
disks; the general case follows, since any region can be 
4 f,'1t;.,., A"'"-btr l!:)f rs~e c,), !'!. 'lO?-&) 
approximated b~ disks,,... Let a 0 +~z - z 0 )+ a.2 (z - z 0 )
2 
+ ••• 
be the Taylor series for f(z) about the pctin.t z 0 in D. 
Let R be the radius of· the· largest o:pen ·cti·sJc _:in -n·. ·W_er 




r <.oo·for r<.R. Since 
·n=l n + l 
a 0 + a 1 (z - z 0 ) + a2 (z ~ z 0 ) 2 + ••• converges absolutely for 
~ - l 
lz-z0 \<R, f'(z} a1 +2a.2 (z-z0 )+3a3
2 (z-zb)2 + ••• also 
d I> . . ·. . . 
'· 
Now, 
for r < R; hence,. there exists an N such that · n la l rn < 1 
n 
r 00 { ) oo 
for n>N. It follows that I: \nla lrn 2 ~ I: nla \rn. 
n=N+l n n=N+l n 
.(X)" 00 
·'i'.hiiS', ~· n 2 lanl 2 r 2n < oo and . ~ 
_n=l .n=l 
2 \ \ 2 2n n a r 
n Since 
n+l 
ufr(,z)II= SJ (al +2a2(z.-zo) + ••• )(a;_ +2a;cz.:.zo) + ... )dxdy 
: lz - z l <-r . - · 
i O , 
oo n 2Ja \ 2 r2n 
= Tt I: ___ n__ _ 
' n=l n + 1 





Proposition 2.4: If f(z) is irt L 2 (o), where Dis any re-
gion, not the whole plane, then F(z) = J:z f(w) dw 
Zo 
• • 1S 1fl 
L 2 (o), where z and z 0 are in D. 
Proof: For the same reason as, in th·e· previous pro.p·op.-.i--
tion, we will prove the ,pro·:posi·t.t,o.n for disks. Cht):os·e: 
·w0 ta be the cente.·r of the disk B with radius R. Let· 
2 a_0 + a 1 (w - w0) + a 2 (w - w O) + ••• be the Taylor series .for 
.f(w) about w0 in B. ·Now, 
.s·i:nce 
·oo ~,-
F ( z) = J. z. f ( w) dw 
·~ %0 
t 
- ao{zo -wQ) - al 2 2 ( z O - w_Q.) ,~ • .• • 
I 12 2n 00 a r n E . ~ 2 ~ 
n=O (n + 2) 
\ 1
2 2 ( n + 2) 
oo a r 
- ~ _n _____ _ 
- n=O (n+1)1 
., 
\ 12 2n oo a r r; n < 00 i·s true :and 
n=O n + 1 
/-· n+l " E an (z 0 - w0 ) converges absolu.-·t~)~.Y, we have th:at: n=O 
\ \
2 2 ( n+2) 00 a r ~ n 
2 n=O (n + 1) 
2 n+l 
I oo an ( z o. - w O ) I < oo •. · <. oo and-.Pt, ~ 
· n=O n + 1 
Q.E.D. 
Using Theorem 2.2, we will find the reproducing ker-
• 2· . ·. . .. 
nel fo~ L:·:·(D), where D is the upper half-plane, y> O. Thie 









the upper half-.pl.Etne. oa.to the unit disk .. \-/'1th f (c(.) = 0 and 
f' (ol) > O. By T·he·or:erh 2. 2, we have 
K(v.,w) - 4 Im
2 0(. 
1 -(z -~)I~-~) 
Z-o(. ~w-o£ 
- -TC (z -o<.) (w -o<.) 
2 
:a~ reproducing kernel for the upper half-planeo 
If D is t:he ellipse b 2x 2 + a 2y 2 <: a 2b 2 , we :w.i:1.J 1;1s·e. a 
.c:.on:.r·ormal m·ap to find a cornp.1et.e orthonorrna:'J.~ $~t o·f :fu.nc;·-
,.., 
:tio·ns in L·L·co). We may a.s:$Utite· t-h.at ·tne e:L}i.·p.s~ :is ~;:_;i.·ti.;r--
. ,. .+. 
ate.ct s.·tlc:h tha·~t: the ·f.6.'C.i 'qre z. == . ;... l .• 
~,. 
:a:pply tr-fe; a:p:pt.b.·p·ri:.ate· ·t17.ij·n.sl:9.·ti.Jb:·n: e1:'n;.Q ro.ta·t.t.on $0 t·hat the 
· . . .·2 a 2 Now, let A. = - 2- and 
c 
. . 2 ... 
.B.2 = b 2 • -For' the ell.ipse 'B
2 x 2 + A 2y 2 <: A 2 B2 , the foci are 
C 
+ 
,at z = - 1. Hence, it irivo1v~s no loss of generality· tb 
:Th:e· fun.ct.ions: 
T. '('. ')' . " . ( . . .. . .... --1 )' · .. ··. :.z .·. :·? ·.co·$ :·n. CO:·S: .. z ·. n .. 
• 
( 1 ) 
. i J 
· . .· ·. -1 · ··(· 2 - z fr · · -1 
and U
0
(z) = (n·+J..).: T··rt+:I .. :'(z) :=, : .. l.·-Z) sin ~n+·l_):cos· z 
·are polynom:iars·: of d.·e·gr·ee, :n·. ·TJ1.i:s fol.lows from: ·t.h.e fact 
th.a.t· c.os (nx ). is: a polynornia:l· in c·o·.s :.x of <;l~·gr.e-e n •. T .. {:z:) n . 
is .·c,a1le'tl.' ·t.h.e Tchebychef p·o·l.y·nomJ~·g:l ·of· :¢:~gr,ee·· n: a.net U11 (.·z·) 
i.s: c.alletl. the ·Tchebych:e.f ·p-c:i·l,yr1:o.rn.i~:1 o·f· tne :s.:econ_:ci J(ind. 
·we wil1 no.w· s·h·ow ·that the po·1yn9m.i.a.l$ ·u .(z:) .are or-
. n· . 




from -a to -1 and from 1 to a, respectively, these cut~. 
will not affect the value of the area integral 
-~ 
A = Jf u (z)U (z)dxdy. mn D n rn .. , 
The conformal map z = CO$: w transforms the· c.ut. ellips:e in-
\ to the rectangle (-ci, -c.i + 7t, ci + 1t, ci) , where· a = cosh c 
\ 
d 12 2 
. 
and b = sinh c ( c > 0). Now, ct! = I 1 - z I , where w = u + ive ··· 
It follows from (1) and (2) that 
A 
mn = ff R sin (n+l )w sin (m+l )w du dv, 
n = 0 , 1 , 2 , ••• , since 
ff 2 _.!. [ -1 ] (1-z) :tsin (n+l)cos z 
D 
2 _..!. [ 
-1 ] (1-z) .2sin (m+l)cos z dxdy 
= ff {1 - cos 2w\-l sin (n+l )w sin Cm+l )w 11 - cos 2wl dud~, R 
. 
where R is the rectangle with vertices as above. Now, 
C: fr' (' r sin nw sin rnw du dv. J .. c. Jo 
= ic:.f11" sin(nu + inv) sin(mu + imv} du dv 
... (., 0 
- r,.. S" sin(nu + inv) sin(mu - imv) du dv - J-L D 
= s.t. r1T ( sin nu cos inv + cos nu sid ihV) -c..Jo , .. 
·(sin mu cos imv - cos rnu s.in imv) du dv 
-· .. -. (.. J1r . 
= J ( sin nu sin mu cos inv cos imv + sin mu cos nu -c. 0 
• • • • • 
• • • -sin inv cos imv - s1n)1u cos mu cos inv sin 1.mv 
- cos nu cos mu sin inv sin imv) du dv 
./J 
3·:1 
= f: i'"' ( sin nu sin mu cosh nv cosh mv + i sin mu_cos nu 
sinh nv cosh mv - i sin nu cos mu cosh nv cosh rnv 
+ cos nu cos mu sinh nv sinh mv) du dv 
i e iff · = cosh nv c:osh mv dv sin nu sin mu du ~ 0 
C. . ff' 
+ fc:.. sinh nv sinh mv dv £ cos nu-cos mu d'u 
+ i s: sinh nv cash mv dv £.,.. cos nu ,?:i,n mudµ 
- i Jc..' cosh nv sinh mv dv J:1t' sin nu cos mu du. 
Th··e last two integrals over v vanish sin·c·e-. ·the integran_d.·S· 
:~rr:e odd. The first two integrals .van.is·h· when m ¢ n. He.nc-e_,_. 
"\ 
0 - JJ Un ( z) Um ( z) dx dy when m # n. Tl)up ., the polynomials 
.. ·2 . • .. tJn_(z), n.= Q,1,2, ••• , are orthogona.1 ih· ·L···{D). If. Ill=.-r;1., 
we nave SJ Un(z) Um(z) dxdy ::::. 2(n: 1) sinh2(~+l}c .. 
S::fnt:.e a + b C = c.o$hC+ sinhc= e and 
2(n+l)c -2(n+l)c e -e 
2 
n+l -n-1 
_ e -t 
2 ' 
where (a+b)2 :::e2c=f, we have fJun(z)Un(z)dxdy 
D 
n ( n+l -n-1) 
= 4 ( n +I) f' - f 0 Hence , the pq:J y.nom-ial s P ( z) . ... n 
= 2 n+l 
TC 






orthonormal in L 2 (D). · Since the set {P ( z)} contains n 
polynomials of all degrees, it is complete; therefore, 
by Corollary 2.2, tqe reproducing kernel for the ellipse 
00 
is K(z,w) = _!_ ~ 
re n=O 
(n+l) U (z) U (w) 
n n. 
( n+l -n-1) f -; 
( b)· .. 2 ' f = a + .:, .. • \ 
We will now give an example of .a Hilbert spa:ce wi··t/h: 
r·eproducing kernel by exhibitin·g a. pos i tive-cte·f:i·ni.te. 
.. 
. .. function K ( z ,w) w.hich will be ·tti.~ reproducing .k:e .. rheI of 
the space. 
We state t}.te: f·ollowing theorem: du:e to Herglot·z __ • 
Theorem 2. 3: ,If :e·{z) ~s analytic ·th ·-t·h··e unit disk and if 
Ref ( z)? 0, then t.here exists a nondecre·asin-g fu·ncf:ion r ( t) 
·t ] 1 r1·'r e l + z .. . ·o·n (0, 2n; such t:h·a.t f ( z) = 2rt J" it dr ( t) + :i. I.m. f ( 0) 0 e - z 
for lz I< 1. 
Proof: See [4]. 
If B(z) is anaJi.y-t.ic for lzl<l and lB(z)\ ~ 1, define. 
"' l+B(z) 
>"( z) = 1 - B ( z) • Now, if· B(z)#l, 0(z) is also·ari:al_ytic 
• 
and Re.¢(z) ~O for: lzl~l. Also, 
. r.2,r it 
¢(z) = J,, e it+ z d.14-(t) + i Im f/X.o) o e 
--z 
for some nondecreasing I'"( t) on (o, 21t]. · 




~(z) + 9J(w) Then • 
-1-zw ·r 




K(z,w) ~ 0(z) +j(w) ~ -
-
-(/j(z) + 1 1 - z w ~(w) + 1 
.{2 ff 
- K1 (~,w) - • (ZJ(z) + 1 l(w) + 1 Proof: 
( ) . JT Kl z ,w - ~2 g!(z) +l(w) 















-1 - z w 
2{1 - B(z)B(w)) 
• (1- B(z)) (1- B(w)) 
1-zw 
1 + B(w) + l 
1-B(w) 
(1 - B(w) ){2 
2 
Q •. ~ .• p: •. 
Lemma 2.5:K(z,w) is positive-defini_t~ ::Lf .. 9:nd -orrly if 
K1 (z,w) is positive-definite. 





ci K(wi,wj) cj ~ O for w1 ,w2 , ••• ,wn in the un:i.'t disk =4J= . 
However. 
I 
0( z) + 1 K(z,w) J,(w) + 1 K1 ( z ,w). Now, --12 
~2 
~ 
n ~(w.)+l r;J( w . ) + 1 0 ( ~ J_ ' K(w. ,w.) J c. c. - i,j=l J.. 412 . 1 J i2 J 
n 
. ~ C • Kl ( W • , W • ) C • • 










Hence, K1 (z,w) is positive-definite. Conversely, sup-
pose K1 (z,w) is positive-definite. Then 
n 
0 ~ ~ C:- Kl ( w • , w • ) c . 




t C:-K(w. ,w.) C., 
i,j =l 1 J. J J 
' 
where Ci= ci 
~(w i) + 1 
• . Q •. E .D • 
We now give seqarate p:roof:q that l\(z,,w} and K(z,w} 
are pbsitive-definite. 
Proposition 2 o 5 : If ¢( z) is anal:ytic.:: .f·or:: 1:z\ .< ·1 an·d Re ¢ ( z) ~ 0, 
thenK1 (z,w)= 
¢< z) + f}(w) 
-
. ·t·' ct··t···· ··t 1 s p·o.s 1· .. 0..1 ve·....;. ·e :· in 1. ·. ~ •. 
1-zw 
Prdof.: By Theorem 2.3, we have 
JJ11' it ¢< z ) = e it + z ctr ( t ) + i Im /i ( o ) • 
0 e - z 
~ 
Now, K1 (z,w) = ~(z) + ¢(w) 
-1-zw 
'":' 
-it -1 e +w 






rl-r ___ 2_(_1_-_z_w_) __ Jt, ( it )( -it -) e -z e -w d)--(t) 
-1-zw 
- f lfl' 1 
-






-So, ~ C. Kl ( w. , w . ) C . 
.. 1]. J_ J J J.,J = 
-














? o. Q.E.Do 
Lemma 2. 6:: .If B ( z) is· a·n.al.yt:.ic, ·noncons tan t and bounded 




analyt;it .and boun~e·ct by .o.ne -f:or \wl < 1. 
• lS 
Proof: Clearly, g(z) is analytic becau·se B(z) is ·anaJ_··yt:'iC.·:· 1 
Now, for \z 1 = 1 , I z-w l=l. 1-zw S inc e lw I < 1 , l B ( w ) l < 1 • 
Since \B(z)I ~ 1 for lzl < 1, 1
1
8
_<:~z-):~:~ I! 1. Hence,, by 
tlie maximum pr·:i·nci-ple, g ( z) is bounded by one .• 
Th~: f·:o,:11owing proposit:i.q:n .:i.s a special c.a.se of· a 
lemma proved in [4]. 
Proposition 2.6: If B(z) is analytic for lz.1·< l and 
IB(z)l~ 1, the,n K(z,w) = l - B(z:_B(w) is~ positiv:.e-de:lf:tnite. 
1-zw 
Proof: The :prcJo·f i:s by induc-tion on n, where n ·i_s tfl'e 
l 






1 - 1B(w)l 2 I K(w,w) = 2 ~ 0 because lwl< 1 and B(w)I ~ 1. 1 - lw( 
Supposi~the proposition is true for n-1, we must now 
• 
show positive-definiteness holds for n. Let w1 ,w2 , ••• ,wn 
be points in the unit disk and c 1 ,c2 ,~··,cn be corre-
sponding constants. If 1B(w1 )l = 1, then B(z):: 1 by the 
maximum principle, and the proposition is clearly true. 
B(w1 )-B(z) If \.B(w1 )( < 1, let A(z) = 
l-B(z)B(w1 ) 
• Then A(z) is 
~-n.a-lytic ar1d bounded by one in the unit disk. Now, 
1 -- A(z)A(w) = 1 -
B ( w l ) - ~B ( z ) B(w1 )-B(w) 
-
l-B(z)B(w1 ) l-B(w)B(w1 ) 
1 - B(w1 )B(z) - B(w1 )B(w) +IB(w1 )j 2B(z)B(w) 
( 1 - B(z)B(w1 )} ( 1 - B(w)B(w1 )) 
. . . 
+ 
- \B<w1 )! 2B(z)B(w1 ) + B(w1 )B{w) - B(z)B(w) 






1 + ls<w1 )1 2B(z)B(w) -1B<w1 )j 2 - B(z)B(w) 
(1- B(w1 )B(z))(1-B(w1 )B(w)) 
"iB<w1 )1 2 (1 - B(z)B(w)) + (1 - B(z)B(w)) 
(1-B(w1 )B(z) )(1-B(w1 )B(w)) 
1 - B(z)B(w) 1 - B(w1 )B(w1 ) 























C:- [1 -A(w. )A(w. )]c. 




C:- ( 1- B(w. )B(w.)) c. 
1 1 J J 
{1 - B(w1 )B(wi)) (1 - B(w1 )B(wj )) (1 - wi~) 
2 n 1-B(w.)B(w.) 
= (1-1Bcw1 )I ) ;_;r:=1 S 1 _ 1 _ J cj, "'""1.J w . w . 
1 J ~ 




• From the above e~uations 
we see that 
1 - B(w1 )B(wi) 
1 - A(z)A(w) 
-






is pas itive--def inite ~ We will prove 
positive-definiteness fo~ 1-A(z)A(w) 
-
, from w:hich the 
1-zw 
proposition will f.o1low o 
'· . We f ir·st consider the 1ca-.s·-e· ·when: B>(zJ is re.p:1,ac;:·.e,d: PY 
S:{:z) = 
w - z 1 
-1-zw 
• In this case, we have 
1 - S(w. )S(w.) -
1 - lw112 1-w. W: 
----- • ---
1
-J .... -; the ref ore., 
. 1 J 
n 
-~ c. 
·i,j =l J_ 
.. /~-( . 















1 - w. w. 
1 J 
[-1 + S(w.)S(w.) + 1 - A(w.)A(w.)]c. l 
---· J 1 J J 
----~ 
' 1 - w. w. -
l J ' 






i,j=l 1 - w. w. 
1 J 
c. [1 - A(w. )A(w. )] c. l l J J 
-1 - w. w. 
l J 
n C-:-[1-S(w.)S(w.)]c. ~ 1 l ] ] 
-





:ffetice., to prove our proposition, it is suff'·ic:.-·i:·e:"nt t·o' :p·r:c:>"i.te ~ that ~ ~ [ S ( W i) S ( w j ) - A ( w i) A ( w j ) ] c j ~ O • 
-i,j =l 1 - w. w. 
1 J 
S(w1 ) and A(w1 ) vanish, we now sum from 2 to. n. 'He-nee, 
n c:- [s ( w . ) s ( w . ) - A ( w . ) A ( w . ) J C • ~ 1 1 J 1 J J ~ 0 if" ·and: onl·y. if 




. . 2 J_ 1,J= 
1-g(w. )g(w.) 




g Cw •. ) = 
. 1. 
A ( w. ) 
l 
., 
• However, g Cz): is ·<?-IJ._9-Jy·t.ic an-d; bounded s ( w. ) 
l. 
by one for lzl < 1 by Lemma 2. 6; hen.c:e, the propos.iti,on 
• follows from the -induct-ion hypothe-s·:is. 
( 


















Definition 2o3: H1 and H2 are isometrically equivalent 
- if there is a linear map T from H1 onto H2 such that 
= 11£11 8 for all f in i-I1 • 1 
Proposition 2. 7: r·f L(t,) and H(B) are Hilbert spaces with 
kernel functions K1 (z,w) -
~(z) +t,(w) 





--------_-----, respectively, where )'l(z) = 1-zw 
l+B(z) 
1-B(z) ' 
then LC¢) and H(B) are i~ametric~lly equivalent by the 
12 ntap from L ( ¢) to H('.$-) de.-f-.·i.hed. 'b)r. g·( z) ___,~ ~ ( z) + 1 g ( z) • 
Proof: We will fi.t-st sh·ow t-na·t. the map is val id for .t:h:e. 
kernel funGtions. 
K:1 (z ,w) ~ () <~ ~ + 1 K1 fz,w) = 1 + 0(w) 
A/ 2 
Now, 2 II K1 (z, w) II L (,) = K1 ( w, w) and 
f 2 . 2 II &'J(z) + 1 K1 (z,w)li 8 (B) = II 1~+2p}(w) K(z,w>Jl~{B) 
= 
11 + ~< w·) I 2 
- 2 K(w,w) 
=K1 (w,w)o __ 
Hence, t:i1:e·· pJ:.·oposi.tion:: ·is: ·tr.ue f·.or .kerne·1 functions- a.p._d 
also for 1_:ine·-a·r combinaticJn.s :of k.e·rnel functions. Let 
g(z) belong ·to L(¢). Since th.e set of finite linear 
combinations· of kernel _f'\1n-ct:i.0Ii.s is dense in L (¢) ,· let / - . 
g (z). = 
n 
m 
h_ · c·.. .K 1 .. _ .( Z. , ~t-_. ___ ) ._,·-.. · 1 ·_· - . . . ., . .• 1·. ·. .. ..L 
.1=.·. 
. 





2 n n 




= I: C:- Kl·( w. , w . ) c . 
. . l l 1 J J 1,J = 
•; 
n ¢(w.)+l 
= r;C:- 1 
i,j =l . l 4r-2-
f)( w. ) + 1 ( ) - J Kw.,w. -
1 J '+/ 2 c. J 
n ,(w.) +l n fJ(w.) +l 
= ( ~ c. --1--K(z,w·. ), ~ C. ---~-2--K(z,wl. ))H(B) 
i::l 1 ~ 2 1 i=l 1 'Y 
.· ·. 2 
= II f.n < z > II H < 8 ) , 
·wh-e_-_ r_·-,. ___ e_ f._ '(°:z) '= 
- .- n· .. - . 
:n (J( w. ) + 1 
1 E c. ~~~~-K(z,w.). 
.. ·1 1 J2 1 J..= ,., 
,J. 
a CatlC:hy sequence in LC¢), {£ (z)} i1,; a Cauchy seqt,1enee 
n . 
. tn H(B); hence, f ( z) converges to f ( z) for some f(z) ih 
.n 
l{(-BJ .. o Now, 
Lim II f ( z ) - f ri (z ) II H ( B ) 




' . .J.. 
Lim ll f ( z ) ..,. ~ c i --A/--
2





L . fl .f 2 im ~ ( z) + 1 f(z) 
m -+ oo 
,·= Lim fl 
m-, oo 
¢( z) + 1 
m ¢(w.) +l 
-- x;. c. --1---K(z,w.) 
i=l 1 ,/ 2 1 
m 
¢( z) + 1 
'V 2 
f(z) 
r:_ _ ·c_ ·: K1- (:..z , w,_. ) ·fl L ( 111 ) • i ==.1 .1 l.. r -
f( z) + 1 ... : 
II H ( B--) 
' 
~ 














.. : :-· 
;. · .. , 
-:, 
41 
Thus, f(z) g(z) for g (.z) • L (¢) • Hence, the - some in ff 
... ¢< z) + 1 
g(z) ~ 12 g(z) • onto • Clearly, map (iJ(z) + 1 1S an mapping. 









.. ~.,,--\.., ~ . ~ 
.. ,. 
Chapter III 
A~PLICATIONS OF HILBERT SPACES WITH REPRODUCING KERNEL 
.-42: 
I . 
In the beginning of Chapter II, we defined, for any 
f(:z)~ in ~(z) and any lwl<l, the value of f(z) at w to be 
·f:(·w.). - 2 = (f{z),1/(1-zw))= a 0 +a1w+a2w +._ •. •. In this 
way ,,,-e obtain a function corresponding to every square 
s.ummable power series. We will show that these functions 
:ctre analytic ano that. the cor,pespondence between square 
L summable power series and functions is one to one. There-
fore, if we define flf(w)II = llf{z)fle(z)' the·n the space of 
\ function~.becomes a Hilbert space of (analytic) functions. 
2 2 e T,he f:t)ri:~tion corres·ponq.in.g to 1 + wz + w z ' + • • • in ( z) 
_i:_s: the kernel function :f·o-r ·this Hilbert. space. 
In -this chapte·.r ,. w.e :w . .:i.'.11 us:e H.il.bert space concepts 
·t-o :give conditions ·for a fuh·c'.ti,on t·o- be analytic in the 
.unit disk. 
Proposition 3.1: If f{z.) is in e(z), then f(w) 
tinuous function of w for lwl·< 1. 
• 1s a con-
Proof: · ( i). If f ( z) :is identicall·:Y a constant, the propq-
sition is clearly true. 
.. 
(ii). If f(z) is not identically a .constant, letlw1l<l. Then lt<w) - f <w1 )I 
= \(f(z), 1/(1-zW) - 1/(i-z~) >I 
~ II f < z ) 11 111 / < 1 - z w ) - l / < 1 - ~ w;:- ) 11 
r 






Prowosition 3.2: If f(z) and g(z) belong to ~(z) and 
g(w) = f(w) for all lwl<l, then f(z) = g(z) • 
. 1· 
2 Proof: Let f(z) = a 0 + a 1 z + a 2z + ••• -and g(z) 
2 
=~ b 0 +_b1 z + b 2 z + •••• Since f(w) = g(w) for all \wl<.l., 
(a 0 -b0 ) + (a1 -b1 )w + (a2 -b2 )w
2 
+ ••• := O.' However, 
{ . 2 3 } 
· the set 1, w, w , w , • • • is linearly independent. Hence, 
a. - b. = 0 for i = 0, 1, 2,. • • and thus · f ( z) = g ( z). 
1 1 Q.E.D. 
Proposition 3.3: If f(z) belongs to CCz) and {f (z)} is 
n 
a se·quence defined induc ti vel y by f O (, 2) = f ( z) and 
~ 






<1>. tnCz> belongs to ecz> tor every ti and Jltn<z>II 
~ II f ( z ) ll , and 
(2.,). -the expansion f(z) - f(w) 
z - w 
2 
= f 1 ( z) + ··,t f 2 C z) -+; w f 3 ( z) + • • • is va,l._id. it1 -tn-e me:t:r·i·c 
of ecz) for lwl< 1. 
Proof: (1). If f(z) = io ·+·a1 z + ••• , then 
2 












2 f ( z) = a . + a 1 z + a 2 z n n n+ - n+ + ••••. 
Now, 2 
00 2 II f ( z ) IJ = ~ la I 
n=O n 








(2). Here it will be sufficient to show· that 
··r(z)-f(w) = (z-w) (f1(z~ + wf 2 (z) + ••• ). We first 
00 
show that :E wn f 1 (z) belongs to e(z). Let gk(z) n=O n+ 
k 
-
E wn f 1 ( z). n=O n+ If k > i, then 
i+l ' . k If g k < z > - g i < z > II = H w f i + 2 < z· ·>. + • • • + w f k + 1 < z > II. 
(I i + 1 · . . . 11 II k . > II ~ w . . f i + 2 :(·z) + •••. + w f k + 1 ( z · 
I · I i + 1 ·· I f k i w II f i+ 2 <z> fl+ ••• + w n fk+l <z> II 
5 ( f w f i + 1 + • • • + I w lk ) II t < z > 11 • 
Since lwf < 1, we have ( lwli+l + ••• + lwlk) ~ O as i ,k "7 oo; 
therefore, (gk(z)} is a Cauchy sequence in C(z}. It is 
00 
easily seen that gk(z) converges in c:'.Cz) to b wn fn+l (z); 
n=O 00 
hence, ~ wn-b·f 1 (z) is in e(z). By the definition of a n=O n+ t 
.. 
product of two elements of ecz) (see [4] ), 




wm+l f l(z) m m+ 
m 
wm+l f f(z) ~ a n l(z) - - w -
n=O n m+ 






llf(z) -f(w) - (f{z) -
= II wm + 1 f . ( z ) -
m +l 
00 
- wm+l f (z) )11 2 
.. m+l 




n m+l m+l 2 .· 2 
= II - · I; a w + w a 2 z + w a 3 z + • • • II n=m+2 n m+ m+ 
00 
= I ~ a wnf 2 + lwm+ll2 la 2\ 2 + lwrn+lj2 la 312 + • • • 




'\'1 I 12 I nt 2 I rn + 112 \ 12 l m + 1 l 2 I .-- ( 2 . 
/_J a w + w a 2 + w a 3 + ••• 2 n rn+ rn+ .n=m+ 
,· 
Since lw\.c1, we see that_ 2lwl 2 (m+l) llf{z)ll 2 -, 0 as m~ co; 
hence, llf(z) - f(w) - (f(z) -
m ~ a wn - wm+lfm+l(z))II-,. 0 
n=O n 
as m-,. oo. From this, we have that 
f ( z ) - f ( w ) = ( z - w ) ( fl ( z ) + w f 2 ( z )# + • • • ) , 
h. · •· h i 1 . th . t f { z ) - f ( w ) f ( ) f ( ) -·W 1c mp ies a = 1 z + w 2 z + ••• . z-w 




r: wn f 1 ( z) is n=O n+ 
in e ( z). 
Proposition 3.4: If f(z) is ·in CCz)r then f(w) is a dif-· 
ferentiable function for \w\< 1. 
Proof: We must show that Lim f(w~ =~(d..) exists if lwl-' 1 
w .+CC. 








g(z) belongs to C(z) and g(z) =- t 1 (z) + otf 2 (z) + •••• 
Since g(z) is in ~(z), g(w) is a continuous function for 
\wl < 1; hence, Lim g(W) = Lim f (w~ = ;/o<.) exists. 
w ~ 0(. w ..:., oC. 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem 3.1: If B(z) is a complex-valued function defined 
on the unit disk, then B(z) is differentiable and bounded 
by one if and only if ~(z,w) = 1-B(z)B(w) is positive-
-1-zw 
definite in the unit disk. 
' Proof: If B(z) is differentiable and bound:ed b·y one in thE=. 
unit disk, then K(z,w) = 1 - B(z)B(w) is positive-definite 
-
./ 1-zw 
Conversely, if K(z,w) = 
-
1- B(z)B(w) by Proposition 2.6. 
1-zw 
is pos i t~e-def ini-te in the un-1.t ·d_isk ,. then there exists 
a-.. Hilbert space H of· functions with K(z,w) as its· ·repro-
.. 
1-- B(z)B(w) 
-ducing kernel. Now, 1 B(z)B(w) 
- -
-
- - -1-zw 1-zw 1-zw 
1$ positive-definite because 
f'" 
n B(w. )B(w.) n 1 r; 1 J E C. C. > 0 c. c. -
-l J J_ - J i,j=l 1-w.w. iJ=l 1-w.w. l.. J 1 J 
,;by Proposition 2.6, where c 1 = c 1 B(wi). By Proposition 
l_o7', His a subspace of ecz). Since functions in C(z) 
_a·re differ.entiable for all lwl ~ 1, the functions in H are 
differentiable. ( ) 1 - B(z)B(w) Hence, g z = _ is differ-
1-zw 
entiable, which implies that 1 - B(z)B(w) = g(z) (1 - z w) 
-· 1:'.". ..~. ',., 
• : . ;, . r .:,, .- -·: •• ~ , •• ' • 
•. ;. 
is differentiable. Thus; B(z) = 
• 
differentiable,. w:here .B(w) :#. :Q .• 
\ 





Corolla,ry 3 ._l :. If B(z.) :~.~ &. c·o·mplex-val ued function de-
fined on a sub.set,._ s. -of the unit disk, .then B( z) can be 
extended to ·be a· differentiable function which is bounded 
by one- in the whole unit. disk, when K(z,w) = 1-B(z)B(w) 
1-zw 
is .positive-definite o·n S·)C .. s. 
.~. ·. 
::Prt)o.f : Since l is po$ i tive~d,'e:f:inite: .in ·the unit dt·s)c.,. 
-1-zw 
-
is p9si tive-def init;.-e on S·. Tt1.e·t".ef·ore, the.re· ;e·x-i.s:·,t.s· 1 
1- z w 
a Hilbert space C1 ( z) of all functions in e( z) Which are 
• 
·defined on .. s. As in th·e: previous theorem, we see that the 
Jii.lbert spac-e· .Hi .. c·o·rresponding t.9 :K(z,w) = 1 - B(z)B(w) 
-1-zw 
on s is a subspace of . el ( z) •. $ince el ( z) is a subspace 
of e( z)' we have. that the elements ot= el ( z) can be repre ... 
-~ 
sented as a pow~r- $~i:--.tes .:w.ith sqµare summable coefficients. 
From this, it follows tti.a:t l;:he elements of el (z) can be 
.:. 
extended to be defined :in th·e :wh·o'l:e. ·utti t disk. Hence, 
1 - B(z)B(w) 
-
can be extended to be,, :d:e:f:.ined in. the .whole· 
1-zw 
unit disk. Th·e· ·~o.ro.Ilary· now follow:s by the :-p.revious 
~ 
.. : 







Corollary 3.2: +f f(z) is a complex-valued function de-
fined on a subset S of the unit disk, then f(z) can be 
extended to be analytic and have non-negative real part 
in the whole unit disk if~and only if K(z,w) 
f(z) + f(w) 
-· 
is positi.ve-definite on S x s. -
1-zw 


























Chapter IV 49 
GENERA~IZ~D THEORY OF REPRODUCING KERNELS 
The purpose of this chapter is to show that the 
previously discussed theory of Hilbert spaces can be 
generalized to the case of vector-valued functions and 
to prove a result about Hilbert spaces. Since most of 
the theorems for the vector-valued case are proved sim-~ 
ilarly to the one-dimensional case, we will prove bne 
and state the others. This topic is discussed in gre~ter 
detail in, Rovnyak [9] •· 
Let e be a fixed Hilbert space which will be called 
th~ coefficient space. By a vector we will always mean 
an element of e. The term operator will always denote a 
~ 
bounded linear transformation from e into e. By vector-
valued functions, we will mean l-valued functions. 
Notation: If c is a vector and A an operator, then lcl, 
IAI, and X will denote, respectively, the norms of c and A 
-
and the adjoint of A. If c is a vector, then c will de-
note the linear functional on e defined by ca= (a ,c) for 
all vectors a. In all other spaces the symbols II ., U and 
• will denote norm and adjoint, respectively~ 
For our discussion, a Hilbert space of functions 
will be a Hilbert space whose elements are vector-valued 
functions defined on a sets. 
Definition 4.1: A vector-valued function f(z) is analytic 





ever_y vector b, the. function bf ( z) = (f ( z) , b) . i·s ana- . ,. 
lytic in .n. 
Definition 4.2: An o~erator~valued function C(z) is ana-
lytic in ..n.. if and only if bC(z)a = ( C(z)a, b) is ana~ytic 
in .n., f.or all vectors a,b. 
Definition 4.3: Let H be a Hilbert space of vector-valued 
functions defined on a sets. An operator-valued function 
K ( z, w) defined on S x S is a reproducing kernel for H if. 
and only if 
( 1). for every w in S and .a.:11 4'vectors c, K ( £;w1 c is 
a function of z in H, and 
12). cf(w) = ( f(z), K(z,w)) hold·s t',or al.l ;f(.z) i .. n Ji, 
c in , and wins. 
Theorem 4.1: The Hilbert. space Hof vector-valued functions 
has a reproducing kernel if and only if for every win S 
the linear transformation from H toe given by L f~f(w) W, 
is continuous. 
Proof: If L is continuous, then for every vector c w 
• K(z,w)c =LL c defines a vector-valued function K(z,w) z w 
• Sx s. 'Now, K(z,w) =L L c is a function of z in H for z w 
every fixed win Sand any vector c. Henc~, 
• cf(w) =(LL f(z), c) w z 
= ( f(z), K(z,w)c )H 
on 
. f.or f < z ) in H • 
A..-,., 
Thus, K(z,w) is a reproducing kernel for H • 





Conversely, if K(z,wt is a reproducing kernel for H, 
then II K ( z , w) c 11 2 = ( K ( z , w) c , K ( z , w ) c ) 
= cK(w,w)c 
~ I K ( w, w) \ le 1 2 









~ sup llf(z)IIH 11K(z,w)cll
8 lcl ! 1 
' ~ I_K ( w ' w )ft ll f ( z ) irH • 
('!'he second equality holds since in an:y inner product 
s·p.ac:e:., ffxll = sup (x, y). ) 
. llyll~l Hence, 
I 
~: _sup IL fl~ IK(w,w~I 
11£11~1 w ' 




Definition 4.4: An op~rator-valued function K(z,w) defined 
on Sxs is positive-definite if and only if 
n 
-
I: c. K(w. ,w.) c. ~ 0 for every finite set of points i,j =l J J 1. 1 




, ••• ·,cn. 
Theorem 4.2: An operator-valued function K(z,w) defined 
on S x S is the rep.r.oducing kernel for some unique Hilbert 
space Hof ve~tor-valued funct~ns d~ined on S if and 
. . 
onl·y if K ( z, w) is posi ti ve-def._ini te. 
" 
Proof: See [9] • Tha proof is similar to that of Theorem 1.3. 
.• 
Theorem 4.3: Let f(z) be a vector-valued function ~efined ~ 
1 r21r1 · e 1 2 and analytic for \zl < 1. Then 27t Jo f(re 1 ) d& is a 
non-decreasing function of· r ( 0 ~ _r < 1~),. and· if 
.. 




f ( z) = :E a zn is the Taylor expansion about the origin, 
·n=O n 
1 J.21( i8 2 ·00 2 then Lim 2Jt It (re )I d9 "' E lan,l, _ 
r .,;, 1 o , n = 0 .. 
-~ 
\ ,. with possi.bly both sides equal to + oo. 
., 
..... 
Proof: See [9]. 
2·· Definition 4.5: By H we mean the Hilbert space of all 
• 
vector-valued functions f(z) defined-and analytic for 
2 1 IJ" . 9 , 2 lz I< 1 with llf II = Lim 2Jt, It (re 1 ) I dB < ""• r ,-1 o 
Definition 4.6: An inner function for H2 is an operator-
valued function B(z) defined and analytic for lzl<l such 
"., 
that if N(B) is the set of vectors c for which B(z)c:O 
. 
and {c} is a sequence of unit vectors orthogonal to N(B), n 
{znB(z)c} is an orthonormal set in H2 • We let M(B) de-n 
note the set of all functions of the form g(z) = B(z)f(z), 
with f(z) in H2• 
' Definition 4. 7: If 'I'1 i_s:. a transformation on· H1 and T 2 is 
.. 
a transformation _on H2 ; a~d if _U: _H1 ~ H2 , then Ti. arid T2 ,~-,-t 
are unitarily equivalent if and only if T1 = u-
1T2u or 
UTl = T2u •.. 
2 Theorem 4o4: A linear subspace M of H is· a closed ideal 
if and only if MaM(B) for some inner function·B(·z). 
Proof: See [9] • 
Theorem 4.5: Let T be a bounded linear transformation in 
a Hilbert space H with IITJt < 1 and let L be the coefficient 
space which is the space Has a vector space but which has 
) 
. .. :.·. 











(a,b)e = (a,b)H - ( Ta, Tb ) 8 as inner product. Then there 
exists an inner function B(z) such that if H(B) is the 
orthogonal complement of M(B) in H2 , then the transforma-
tion; acting in His unitarily equivalent to the trans-
. (O) ( ) f(z) -f(O) . . formation R : f.z ~ z. ~ct1ng in the space. 
Proof: . Th~nner product in e is clearly line-ar and sym-
2 .. 2 2 
metric. Since llalle = llallH - IITallH and IITII < 1, fl" • strict 










E ( II Tn f II ~ i- II Tn + 1 f II ~ ) 
n=O 




U i.s isometric. 
We now show that ·t·-he o.r-thogonal complement M of the 
range of U in H2- is a closed ideal. Note that s·in,ce 
s·: f(z) ~ f(z) - f(O) is the adjoint of multiplication z 
·• ,,_ 
by z in H2 , Mis closed under s·. Now, if f(z) is in X · 
00 






00 ( z f Cz h Uf > H" = ( z f ( z ) ' E ( Tnf ) Zn > H.z. 
n=O 
00 
= ( f ( z) , S • { ~ ( Tnf) zn} ) ~ 
n=O H 
00 ' 
:; ( f ( z ) , E ( Tn + l f ) z n ) H 2. 
n=O 
. 




Thus, z f{z.) i:s in M. Since M is an orthogonal comple.rnerrt, 
it is clq$~.d:;. therefore, by Theorem 4.4, we have that M 
= M(B) f6r some inner function B(z). Hence, the range of 
U is a Hi:J~b.ert space H ( B) of vector~va:l·µeq. fu.nctions de-
fined and a.n.a·.lytic for lzl < 1 • 
From- ·t.h~ above , we see tha:t. the space H ( B) is cX-c,:s·ed 








(Tnf) zn - f 
z 
1: ( Tnf) zn-1 
,-n=.1-





and U(Tf) = ~ .(Tn+l_f J::z·n_.. =·rbu·s:; t'.he ·tr·ans·:e·or.ma·t:ion: T n:.=·-0. 
acting in· H -is u:n·i:t.ar.·:i:_ly e::_qu.±.,ta;.l:e:n·t to ·t:he transf orrnation 
R.( O ). actin:g· :i-n HfB)·. Q,.·E. D. 
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